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BioGenesis® Presents The

Genesis Acceleration Program®
Featuring the

Chair of Genesis®

“It’s phenomenal! It’s the most
amazing thing I have ever done.”
--Judy, California

An Invitation from the Great Cosmic Beings of Light
Master Lantos, December, 2007
Blessings Dear Ones.
Let us sound the Bell of Genesis. Let the Sound of Victory ring out for all to
hear. To our beloved Pioneers of the Light of Genesis, to our beloved
Practitioners of BioGenesis, we extend to you a sublime invitation. We invite
you to come and experience the Full Nature of the Light of Genesis. This
invitation is delivered to you under the direction of the Great Cosmic Beings
of Light. During this Season of Peace we will inaugurate our Supreme Gift to
Mankind. Come and obtain that Treasure which has been sought after by the
greatest individuals on Earth, age after age.
Blessings of Peace
================================================================

Message for the Season of Peace
Master Lantos, December, 2007
The message for this Season of Peace is simple: Peace is the Child of the
Light of Genesis. To look for the child, one has only to find the parent—the
Child follows along by the hand. Peace is born of the Light of Genesis. Let
every cell within our body be opened to the Pure Light of Genesis, and Peace
follows automatically.
This is the season to inaugurate our blessed Chair of Genesis. The Chair of
Genesis opens the cells to the Light of Genesis. This is our gift to humanity.
We are receiving this Great Blessing from the Celestial Beings of Light. Our
thanks to our beloved Pioneers of Light, who radiate the Light of Peace on
Earth.
Many Blessings Dear Ones.
================================================================

A Note from BioGenesis:
In 1999, while Ascended Master Lantos was telling
Cindy Demaray about the various BioGenesis
Tools, he mentioned that a time would come when
we would introduce an acceleration chair. Since
that moment, we eagerly awaited the introduction
of this Great Tool.
Then, in August 2007, Lantos told Cindy that the
BioGenesis Acceleration Chair would be
inaugurated. In December, 2007, Lantos provided
us with the full details of the Chair of Genesis, as
well as the Genesis Acceleration Program—a
course designed to allow one to experience the
Chair of Genesis and capture the Kingdom of Light.

“It was the most profound thing I
have ever done. I felt all my cells
being activated with Light.”
--Linda, California

“That was fantastic!
It was miraculous.
Thank you! Thank
you! It was better
than I could have ever
imagined.”
--Jessica, Colorado

Construction of the Chair of Genesis
was completed in February, 2008, and
the first Genesis Acceleration Program
was convened on February 15, 2008.
We are excited and honored to be able
to offer this most precious opportunity
to all Pioneers of Light.
Sincerely,
Linda Demaray
President, BioGenesis LLC

================================================================

“It was the best experience
of my life.”
--Rebecca, Colorado

Master Lantos’ remarks in August,
2007, Announcing the Imminent
Arrival of the Chair of Genesis

Greetings Dear Ones, We are blessed by a wave of energy and organizing power. This
upsurge of Light and Energy has been generated by the desires of the Great Beings of
Light. These Great Beings of Light are preparing the Pathway for the blessed Chair of
Genesis. The Chair of Genesis is a Supreme Tool of BioGenesis. This Tool of BioGenesis

“Profound. So Profound.”
--Jo Anna, California

will not be found in households. This Tool of BioGenesis is for the Nation… We are very
blessed to have the guidance and direction of the Great Beings of Light… Our focus now
is on our Supreme Tool of BioGenesis

Ascended Master Lantos’ Remarks on the
Effect of the Chair of Genesis on the Earth
December, 2007
The Chair of Genesis will establish a connection between Earth’s vibrational plane and the
planes of higher vibrational existence. These are the Realms of the Great Beings of Light.
These are the Realms of the most Sublime Layers of Creation… The Chair will mark the
Greatest Light and Energy on Earth. The effects of this… will be felt around the Earth.
The influence will be all-pervading.
================================================================
What is the Genesis Acceleration Program?
The Genesis Acceleration Program is a
course designed entirely by Ascended Master
Lantos and the Great Beings of Light to
allow one to capture the Kingdom of Light.
It features the Chair of Genesis, the Supreme
Tool of BioGenesis.

“What a gift! I felt my
whole DNA being
changed.”
--John, Florida

To Check Availability and to
make Reservations, Please
call the BioGenesis Office at
1-888-722-2213

“What an honor!
What an Honor!”
--Yvonne, Colorado
Where is the Program held?
There are currently two Chairs of
Genesis: one in California and one in
Taiwan.
We offer programs utilizing the Chair
of Genesis at both of these locations
throughout the year.

“Awesome! Simply
Awesome! I have been
so blessed. You cannot
imagine!”
--Shirley, Virginia

